
LearnAI Corporate Plan (Annual)
Accelerating your AI Digital Transformation Plans with AI
Singapore

Bronze Silver Gold

Named users
subscribed to LearnAI
portal.

Up to 10 LearnAI user licences
for 1 year
All licences will start and end at
the same time regardless

Up to 25 LearnAI user
licences for 1 year
All licences will start and end
at the same time regardless

Greater than 25 LearnAI user
licences for 1 year
All licences will start and end at the
same time regardless

Online LearnAI
resources, annual
subscription

All free and premium courses and dashboard to track learning.

Monthly (scheduled)

Delivered live online /
F2F

Open to all LearnAI
Corporate named
users only.

AI For Leaders (ONE session per corporate subscription, single organisation event, 3-hour,
venue @ organisation, AISG no logistics, if @i4.0 then AISG provide 1 x tea-break $8/pax incl

GST)

Agenda:
● Brief recap of AI - Current state and trend of AI applications

● Preparing Organisation for AI Transformation - Assessing current state of readiness (AIRI)
● Building data science capabilities

● AI Ethics and Governance
● Starting Your AI Project

● Q&A

Attendee is required to complete AI For Everyone and Literacy in AI before attending AI For Leaders session.

1 to 1 Advisory.

Scheduling required.

Typically 1-2 hours
over video
conference / F2F

1 x AI Clinic:

We will discuss your potential AI projects
and business plans and provide advice
on how best to leverage existing open
source AI tools and AISG’s resources
and programmes to accelerate your AI
journey

Video conference ,  Single
organisation event, 1-2 -hour

2 x AI Clinic

We will discuss your potential AI
projects and business plans and
provide advice on how best to
leverage existing open source AI tools
and AISG’s resources and
programmes to accelerate your AI
journey

Video conference,  Single
organisation event, 1-2 -hour

1. 2 x AI Clinic*
2. 1 x How to build your own

AI team” (AIAP-X)*

*Onsite can be requested and
scheduled.

#1 - We will discuss your potential AI
projects and business plans and provide
advice on how best to leverage existing open
source AI tools and AISG’s resources and
programmes to accelerate your AI journey
Single organisation event, 1-2
-hour, venue @ organisation, AISG
no logistics, if @i4.0 then AISG
provide 1 x tea-break $8/pax incl
GST per session)

#2 - Introduction AIAP model,
resources, planning and
implementation plan.  1 session.  1
- 2 hours. Does not include actual
TTT sessions.

Price (w/o GST) $2,240 $4,500 Contact Us


